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About This Game

Set in the ultra-exclusive world of the UN, International Affairs challenges YOU to romance powerful heads of state while
attempting to uncover a sinister and horrifying threat to global security. With jaw-dropping dialogue, outrageous plot twists, and

lavishly illustrated art, the prospect of achieving world peace has never been so sensual!

Choose from a dazzling array of globetrotting hunks including Drumpf, a stable, orange genius with a wall around his heart;
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Poutine, Russian bear lover and leather daddy extraordinaire; Little Kim, an angry Asian dictator with something to prove;
Macaroon, a suave Casanova with expertise in the art of French kissing; and Justin Truffaut, the kind, considerate Canadian

next door.

Featuring

 Roughly 2-5 hours of gameplay per playthrough

 MASSIVE variety of branching paths, dialogue choices, and dates

 Authentic jazz soundtrack

 Hilarious and engaging dialogue written by a team of semi-professional writers

 A brightly illustrated world sure to delight the senses!

 The ability to plan your own World Peace Festival: Choose a theme, select a location, hire a caterer and create
decorations

 Travel the globe, visiting beautiful and exotic locales including Washington, Paris, Moscow, and more

 Shocking, propulsive storyline stuffed full of secrets, with 10+ unique endings!
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Title: International Affairs
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Great Idea Games
Publisher:
Great Idea Games
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 1.5Ghz Processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

Storage: 975 MB available space

English
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When I first saw this title come across the front page I thought to myself, "what a BAD or SICK game for someone to make--
SAD!" But then I actually played it, and I can't lie.... it's hot as hell. From the majestic writing, to the patriotic art, this game is
nothing short of TREMENDOUS!

I absolutely LOVE the way the developers illustrated my bodacious bod. And not only do the romance scenes OOZE sensuality,
they positively DRENCH the player in a dripping, drizzling glaze of sticky eroticism.

Way to put the TRUMP back in LGBT!. What can I say, this game is flamin hot! Pretty sure I almost p'd myself laughing, and
the graphics are tight. Well f*****g done.
In conclusion, this fire game easily deserves 10 out of a possible 10 snacks on the snack-o-meter, and that's a Chester McCheese
guarantee.. FUNNIEST and WEIRDEST game on Steam! Definitely worth playing and you'll be laughing throughout the whole
thing. Clever and entertaining... who will you end up with? Pls put Connie Chung in the sequel!
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